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Abstract:
In light of the extent of wild animal suffering (WAS), some philosophers, myself included, have adopted the view that we should cautiously assist wild animals on a large scale. However, there isn’t yet a consensus on what types of intervention to research, or on what the specific goals of intervention should be. In this chapter, I argue that using gene drive to beneficially modify wild animal populations is a type of intervention especially worthy of research. Focusing on CRISPR in particular, I argue that the moral costs of the alternative - the perpetual interference with wild animals’ liberties associated with conventional wildlife management - are far greater.
Additionally, I compare a number of different goals that CRISPR could be used to try to achieve. Potential goals include making certain species, such as r-Strategists or predators, go extinct; removing the capacity to suffer from certain animals; or changing animals’ dietary and reproductive behavior, e.g., turning carnivores into herbivores or r-Strategists into K-Strategists. Though I argue that behavior change is ideal, I allow that removing the capacity to suffer is a promising, second-best option should behavior change prove infeasible to safely implement.
1. Introduction

In previous chapters, I hope to have established that there’s a strong case for large-scale, humanitarian intervention in nature. Predation, the r-Strategy, and other natural processes are responsible for a tremendous amount of suffering, and though the risks of intervention must certainly be considered, they don’t suffice to undermine a cautious commitment to large-scale assistance.

In this chapter, I’ll argue that genetically editing wild animal populations is a type of intervention especially worth of researching. Particular attention will be devoted to CRISPR, a recent type of gene editing with the power to significantly change the natural world. In section 2, I describe how CRISPR works and explain why it’s such a powerful form of intervention. Though CRISPR has various virtues, its greatest one, arguably, is that CRISPR-created traits can be designed so that they’re inherited by nearly all of an edited organism’s descendants. In other words, CRISPR can ‘drive’ traits through wild populations.

Section 3 compares conventional wildlife management to gene drives. In it, I argue that the moral costs of the former are far greater than those of the latter. I also respond to the objection that gene drives, even if better than conventional management, are impermissible because developing them requires experimenting on animals. I argue that such experiments are justified so long as we’re also justified in believing that they’ll lead to the implementation of successful, large scale interventions, and I recommend that initial experiments be conducted on animals who lack the capacity to suffer.
Section 4 compares a number of different goals that gene drives could potentially be used to try to achieve: (a) to make certain species go extinct;\textsuperscript{iv} (b) to remove the capacity to suffer from certain animals;\textsuperscript{v} or (c) to change animals’ dietary and reproductive behavior.\textsuperscript{vi} Though I argue that behavior change is ideal, I concede that it’s sensible to eliminate at least some species of non-sentient parasite. Furthermore, I concede that in the event that it proves infeasible to safely change wild animals’ dietary and reproductive behavior, removing certain animals’ capacity to suffer is a second-best option worth exploring.

2. **CRISPR**

One especially promising type of intervention is gene editing. CRISPR, the latest form of gene editing, has received a considerable amount of attention from in the media over the last four years, and for good reasons. For one, it’s both cheap and easy to use. Whereas earlier forms of gene editing required costly materials and a considerable amount of specialized expertise in protein engineering, CRISPR has comparably low material costs, and it edits the desired part of a genome via an easily modified RNA molecule.\textsuperscript{vii} This comparative inexpensiveness and ease of use has democratized gene editing, making it possible for labs of modest means to use gene editing in their research. In fact, CRISPR is so accessible that amateurs called ‘biohackers’ are able to use it,\textsuperscript{viii} a fact that was dramatically demonstrated when Josiah Zayner live-streamed himself self-administering a CRISPR-based muscle enhancer. Since Zayner’s live-stream, a number of other live-streamed publicity stunts have been pulled by biohackers. Though Zayner himself has decided to abstain from further stunts, he still involves himself in a variety of CRISPR-related activities.\textsuperscript{ix} Among other things, he owns a company called ‘The Odin’ that
sells do-it-yourself CRISPR kits. The kits available for purchase include one for creating fluorescent yeast, and one that can be used to create ‘bioart’ via different colored bacteria.\textsuperscript{x}

A second reason for all of the media attention is that CRISPR-created traits can be quickly dispersed through a target population via ‘gene drive’. In general, the term ‘gene drive’ refers to the process that occurs when a gene increases its odds of being passed on. There are a number of methods via which genes may do this,\textsuperscript{xi} but the method associated with CRISPR is called an ‘endonuclease drive’. Endonuclease drives occur when a gene possessed by one of a pair of chromosomes cuts the associated area of the partner chromosome. The cell, in turn, repairs the damage to the partner chromosome by copying the ‘attacking’ gene onto it. The gene’s subsequent presence in both chromosomes ensures that it will be inherited by nearly all of its organism’s offspring.\textsuperscript{xii} The reason CRISPR is well-suited for implementing endonuclease drives is because it works in a similar manner: it cuts the targeted part of the genome, and this cut is in turn repaired using an edited gene. Via an endonuclease gene drive, then, CRISPR can spread a genetically engineered trait through a target population, and a number of studies have already done so with insects, albeit in a laboratory setting.\textsuperscript{xiii}

In combination, CRISPR’s inexpensiveness and ability to start gene drives make it a potentially powerful tool for assisting wild animals. Traits that would benefit wild animals could be developed in the laboratory and then spread through wild animal populations. Though it’s hard to predict exactly which traits we’ll be able to develop, CRISPR’s record of success in modifying insects and animals gives us reason to be optimistic. Consider the research being done on mosquitos. It has already been demonstrated, in the laboratory setting, that modifications which
spread sterility through female mosquitos (thereby reducing population size) or which make mosquitos resistant to malaria parasites, can be driven through mosquito populations. And the animal farming industry has had some success at modifying cows in ways intended to make both raising and killing them more ‘humane.’ Examples include the development of cows who are resistant to bovine tuberculosis, and the development of bulls that don’t grow horns and thus who won’t eventually be made to undergo a painful dehorning. Whether welfarist modifications are morally good, all things considered, is an open question, but they certainly demonstrate CRISPR’s huge potential for producing new phenotypes.

3. Justifying the Moral Costs of Gene Drive

Gene drives are appealing not only in light of their potential for benefitting wild animals, but also because the moral costs of using them are small relative to conventional wildlife management. When writers imagine what it would mean to assist wild animals on a large scale, they often imagine a zoo-like scenario that involves significant restrictions on wild animals’ liberties. Examples of such restrictions include using fences to separate predators from their prey, and feeding predators a plant-based source of protein; as well as using sterilization or contraceptives to restrict the reproduction of all but a small number of r-Strategist individuals and subsequently caring for those infants who are born.

The main reason gene drives are preferable to conventional wildlife management is because the harms of gene drive are initial, rather than perpetual, and because those harms are inflicted on only a small subset of each target population, rather than the entire population. As we noted earlier, gene drives are conducted by modifying a small number of edited organisms who, upon
release into the wild, spread the relevant trait or traits throughout wild populations. Though being experimented upon and held captive in a lab are certainly significant harms for the animals who must undergo it, only a small proportion of the current population are required to endure these harms, and future members of the population needn’t endure any harms at all. In comparison with a zoo-like scenario, then, the moral costs associated with gene drives are quite small. Using gene drives to assist wild animals is compatible with leaving most wild animals free to live their lives.

It might be objected that gene drives, though less morally costly than conventional wildlife management, are still too costly to be permissible. One obvious worry is the possibility of unintentionally causing significant ecological damage. I discussed fallibility at length in Chapter 4, so I won’t discuss it much here. However, I will say that significant research and testing would have to be conducted before beneficent gene drives could be conducted responsibly. I’ll also note that research has already been conducted on ‘daisy-chain’ gene drives – a technique that promises to allow for localized drives that don’t spread beyond a certain geographical area. Unlike a standard gene drive, a daisy-chain drive operates via a series of linked elements. Each element in the chain drives the next, and as a consequence, links in the chain disappear from the target population over time. When the chain eventually runs out, so does the drive. The built-in expiry date that daisy-chaining creates is useful for purposes of conducting safe field tests, as well as for ensuring that the wishes of particular nations are respected. As we noted in Chapter 3, eco-systems span state border, and thus large-scale interventions will often affect multiple nations’ environment. In the event that some nations aren’t interested in
having their environment affected by a particular gene drive, daisy-chaining could be used to let them opt out.

A second worry is that genetic experiments must first be conducted in order to develop a genetic intervention, and that such experiments risk harming their subjects. As I mentioned earlier, the harms risked by genetic experimentation are initial, rather than perpetual, and only a small subset of the target population are put at risk. Still, it’s worth asking whether imposing those risks is justified. The main harms risked by genetic experiments are those associated with the unintended consequences an edit may have for a research subject. Consider a horror story from the 80’s. In 1985, the United States Department of Agriculture attempted to engineer pigs who would grow faster and thus consume less grain before becoming fit for slaughter. The researchers’ approach involved inserting a human growth hormone gene into a series of pig fetuses, 19 of which ended up surviving birth and reaching maturity. In all 19 cases, however, the genetic modification had unintended consequences. In particular, all of the pigs were sterile, and a number of them experienced medical issues such as physical deformity, ulcers, arthritis, and a compromised immune system. Genetic engineering today is much more advanced than it was in the 80’s, but risks are still present. Unintended consequences can occur when an edit is 'off-target’, i.e., when experimenters accidentally cut the wrong part of the gene, but even ‘on-target’ edits can produce unexpected physical consequences.

In previous work, I’ve argued that the risks of genetic experiments are justified by the sheer scale of wild animal suffering. Though exposing animals to risk (not to mention the discomfort of being held captive in a laboratory) is regrettable, only a very strict deontologist should think that
those risks aren’t outweighed by the interests of the great many future animals – trillions, perhaps – who we could potentially save from a dismal fate.\textsuperscript{xxv} There is one complication, however. In order for the potential benefits of gene drives to trump the risks of experimentation, we must have good reason to believe that those potential benefits will be actualized. If safe gene drives that effectively assist wild animals are, despite researchers’ best efforts, unlikely to ever be developed, then the risks of experimentation are unjustified.\textsuperscript{xxvi} In light of this, I think it’s important for researchers to do a certain amount of knowledge and capacity building before they move on to experiments that involve sentient animals. For example, researchers interested in developing gene drives that reduce r-Strategist birth rates might begin by experimenting on r-Strategists who probably aren’t sentient, such as insects (it’s worth noting that, as I mentioned above, successful gene drives have already been performed on laboratory mosquito populations).\textsuperscript{xxvii} Researchers might also wait until the political support necessary to implement gene drives hopefully develops, as well as contribute to the public dialogues necessary to create that support.

A noteworthy point about CRISPR is that it may have the power to ameliorate some of the ethical concerns it raises. As we noted above, CRISPR has already been used, with some degree of success, to perform gene edits that promise to improve the welfare of farmed animals, e.g., by creating resistance to tuberculosis and by preventing horn growth. Adam Shriver argues that we should take this sort of research a step further and attempt to engineer farm animals whose capacity to experience pain is reduced – a possibility that might well be pursued with respect to lab animals, as well.\textsuperscript{xxviii} In fact, a couple of past studies have already succeeded in creating genetically engineered mice who possess a lesser capacity for pain. In both cases, genetic
modification succeeded (either wholly or partially) at inhibiting the affective dimension of pain, i.e., the extent to which one is disturbed by or minds their pain, rather than one’s sensory experience of it. Put another way, the mice were engineered to be incapable of suffering, but they were still able to experience mere pain. Though the researchers performing these studies weren’t specifically interested in benefitting animals, the Sculpting Evolution group at the MIT Media Lab is currently working on a project that aims to improve animal welfare. More specifically, they aim to develop CRISPR-modified lab mice who are suitable for use in experiments, but who won’t experience suffering in the process. Their hope is to engineer a sort of trigger that, when activated, would completely block any suffering (without the use of pain killing drugs).

Again, it’s an open question whether using CRISPR to pursue welfarist goals is morally justified. The obvious worry is that such projects will contribute to the perception that animal exploitation is justified and thus impede the reformist efforts of animal rights advocates. In the event that CRISPR-modified lab animals do become available, though, using them would at least be less morally costly than using animals who would experience significant suffering. Researchers might, for example, develop birth-rate-reducing gene drives in suffering-inhibited lab mice before attempting to develop those drives in wild rodents. In this way, suffering-inhibited lab animals could be incorporated into the capacity building phase. Furthermore, in the event that replicating suffering inhibition in other species is something that could be done easily and at little risk to research subjects, researchers might first produce a suffering-inhibited population of the relevant species before doing gene drive research on it, e.g., produce a suffering-inhibited population of meadow voles who could then be used in experiments that aim to reduce meadow
vole birth rates. In this way, suffering-inhibited lab animals might also be used in the final stages of research.

In the next section, I consider a variety of ways that gene drives might be used to reduce wild animal suffering. One of the possibilities I’ll consider is whether modifications that inhibit suffering should be used not only to reduce the harms of experimentation, but to help wild r-Strategists, too.

4. What to Do with Gene Drives?

Thus far I hope to have shown that gene drive research has the potential to develop morally acceptable, effective means of assisting wild animals on a large scale. I have not, however, said much about what sorts of gene drives may be worth researching. In previous work, I’ve argued that we should try to develop gene drives that would change r-Strategists into K-Strategists, i.e., gene drives that would reduce r-Strategist litter and clutch sizes, and increase the amount of energy r-Strategist parents devote to each of their offspring.\textsuperscript{xxx} In a similar vein, other authors have suggested that we attempt to change carnivores into herbivores.\textsuperscript{xxxii} Such proposals are obviously very ambitious and may turn out to be impossible. They would also cause various ecological side effects that would have to be offset by supplementary drives, e.g., if we change carnivores into herbivores, then we should also be mindful of controlling the size of the populations our former carnivores preyed on. Considering the sheer scale of wild animal suffering, though, it’s worth doing the research necessary to determine whether radical forms of behavior change are feasible and could be safely implemented. Furthermore, even if it turns out that behavior change is often too ecologically dangerous, there may still be some eco-systems in
which implementing it would be safe, e.g., eco-systems where predators play a smaller role and could be modified without causing too much disruption.

In what remains of this chapter, I’m going to consider some alternatives to large scale behavior change. In particular, I’ll consider whether we should try to make certain species go extinct, and whether we should try to remove animals’ capacity for suffering. Though I’ll argue that behavior change is ideal, I’ll also argue that the above-mentioned alternatives are appropriate in some contexts.

Let’s consider extinction first. Is there any merit in the proposal that we should make predators or r-Strategists go extinct? On the one hand, doing so would certainly prevent a great deal of harm from occurring. Extinction would prevent further acts of predation, and it would prevent doomed r-Strategist infants from being brought into existence. What’s more, so long as extinction is achieved by spreading sterility (a feat which, it turns out, gene drives can accomplish), existing predators and r-Strategists won’t lose their lives (unlike when habitat is destroyed). On the other hand, there are a number of costs associated with causing extinction. First, sterilizing predators and r-Strategists would deprive some existing animals – specifically K-Strategist predators – of the opportunity to raise children. For animals who have an interest in forming a family and raising their young, becoming sterile is a significant loss. Second, widespread extinction would be ecologically risky - maybe even more so than widespread behavior change. Third, even if we could, perhaps with the use of supplementary drives, safely cause predators and r-Strategists to go extinct, it seems clear to me that behavior change is preferable to extinction. My thought is a simple one – a world that contains many
animals is better than a world that contains very few animals, so long as most of the animals live good lives. The main reason for this is because a world with many animals (all or most of whom flourish) contains greater total utility than a world containing fewer animals. Though promoting total utility to the exclusions of all else has counter-intuitive consequences – among other things, it leads us to the conclusion that we should produce large, unhappy populations instead of smaller, happy populations – it remains true that considerations of total utility carry some moral significance. As we noted in Chapter 4, total utility matters a great when utility levels are negative, i.e., since a large population of beings who lives aren’t worth living is far worse than a small population of beings whose lives aren’t worth living. But even when utility levels are positive, total utility matters – just not as much as average utility does.

In addition to possessing greater total utility, a world with more animal individuals and animal species is a more biodiverse one. The appeal of biodiversity is partially aesthetic, at least for those of us who enjoy the experience of observing different animals, or who even just like the thought that many different animals share the word with us. More substantially, though, biodiversity is important for stability, as eco-systems that contain higher levels of biodiversity are better able to withstand disruptions. After all, implementation is about more than just bringing something about. In addition to doing what’s needed to create better states of affairs, we should also do what’s needed to ensure that they remain in place. In the event that we do manage to create eco-systems where most wild animals live flourishing lives, biodiversity would presumably have a role to play in ensuring that those eco-systems don’t collapse.
Though behavior change is preferable to making sentient r-Strategists and sentient predators go extinct, we may wish to make certain other organisms go extinct, namely organisms that cause harm to wild animals and which do not themselves possess morally significant interests, e.g., harmful bacteria and parasites. A proposal along these lines was recently suggested by Kevin Esvelt, who argues that CRISPR can and should be used to wipe out the screw fly. The screw fly – a nasty parasite that lays eggs in open wounds so that its larvae may eat the flesh of living mammalian hosts – was wiped out in North America a couple of decades ago. Though they were wiped out primarily in order to protect livestock, wild mammals benefitted immensely, too. Unfortunately, the method used to exterminate them (the Sterile Insect Technique) is not effective in all areas of the world, and thus the screw fly still exists in South America and other places. CRISPR could be used to wipe these parasites out for good, and there doesn’t seem to be any good reason not to do so.

A second alternative to behavior change is removing r-Strategists’, and perhaps K-Strategist prey species’, capacity to suffer. This proposal is premised on the above-mentioned distinction that some philosophers and cognitive scientists draw between the affective dimension of pain - the extent to which one is disturbed by or minds their pain – and one’s sensory experience of it. Experiencing mere pain (pain without or with little of its affective dimension) would still function to help an organism avoid harmful stimuli, but it’s also far less unpleasant than suffering. Removing r-Strategists’ capacity to suffer without removing their capacity to feel mere pain is similar to giving them a permanent pain killer. It promises to significantly reduce the unpleasantness of their lives without making them less well-adapted to their environment.
This proposal has one major virtue relative to extinction and behavior change – it has the potential to significantly improve r-Strategists lives without significantly impacting the ecosystems they live in. More specifically, it would allow us assist r-Strategists without affecting their birth rates, reducing their evolutionary fitness, or interfering with the relevant predator-prey relationships.

Though the above proposal is admittedly quite promising, I do have a number of reservations about removing r-Strategists’ capacity to suffer. First, the capacity to suffer certainly makes some contribution to how well-adapted a species is. Though it’s true that physical discomfort can motivate animals to avoid harmful stimuli, real suffering is far more memorable than physical discomfort. An animal that’s capable of suffering is likely better at learning from its negative experiences, and at avoiding that which it identifies as the cause of negative experiences, than an animal that’s incapable of suffering. I’m not just speculating – Shriver, in his discussion of suffering-inhibited lab mice, admits that pain’s affective dimension is associated with some behavioral responses (which is how the researchers were able to tell that their experiments worked), and that the loss of those behavioral responses might make an animal less capable of learning to avoid dangerous parts of its environment. Second, removing the capacity wouldn’t suffice to make r-Strategists’ lives good - it’s would only make them less terrible. Third, it would be very surprising if removing the capacity to suffer didn’t also reduce a being’s capacity to have positive experiences. After all, deadening sensitivity, whether it be emotional or physical, does more than just reduce a being’s capacity for negative experiences. People who use anti-anxiety medication, for example, often report that it deadens not only their ability to feel anxiety, but also their ability to feel emotions like humor or excitement. But
even if the capacity to suffer could be removed without deadening one’s general sensitivity, I still think that being unable to suffer would negatively affect one’s positive experiences. The reason is because our ability to appreciate positive experiences is likely, at least to some extent, contingent upon our having had negative experiences to compare them to, e.g., excitement is pleasant in part because we know what boredom feels like, and joy is pleasant in part because we know what sadness feels like. As a result, being incapable of suffering would almost certainly reduce one’s ability to experience pleasure.

It’s worth noting that it may be possible to design gene drives that circumvent at least some of the above problems. For example, we might design gene drives that remove r-Strategists’ capacity to suffer, but only during the period of time when they’re most likely to die a painful, premature death, e.g., for the first few weeks of their lives. Such gene drives would significantly benefit those who die a terrible death shortly after birth, but it wouldn’t impede the evolutionary fitness of those lucky enough to live longer, nor would it impede their capacity to appreciate positive experiences. It is tempting to go even further and attempt to deprive young r-Strategists of sentience altogether. That way, they wouldn’t even experience mere pain. I suspect, however, that even the temporary removal of sentience would significantly impact r-Strategists’ adaptability. Merely removing the capacity to suffer is a much safer bet, even though it would mean that most r-Strategists continue to die painfully and prematurely.

In light of the above, it seems clear to me that removing r-Strategists’ capacity to suffer is not an entirely adequate substitute for behavior change. That said, if it turns out that, even after considerable research, changing the behavior of r-Strategists is infeasible, then removing their
capacity to suffer is a second-best option that may be worth pursuing. Similarly, if behavior change does turn out to be feasible but too dangerous in some ecological contexts, removing r-Strategists’ capacity to suffer may be a desirable alternative in those contexts. In fact, if it turns out that we can limit the removal of suffering to r-Strategists’ early life, we may wish to conduct such gene drives alongside any behavior-change drives we implement. That way any r-Strategists who, despite our best efforts, do die a painful and premature death, at least won’t suffer in the process.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, I’ve argued that gene editing technology provides a particularly promising means of assisting wild animals. Though gene drives do carry certain moral costs, those costs are considerably less than the costs of conventional wild life management. The reason is that unlike conventional management, a gene drive’s harms are merely initial, and they only affect a small subset of the target population.

In addition to arguing the merits of gene editing, I argued that it should ideally be used to change animals’ dietary and reproductive behavior, i.e., to turn predators into herbivores and r-Strategists in K-Strategists. However, I admitted that gene drives should sometimes be used to eliminate species, particularly non-sentient parasites, and that gene drives should perhaps be used to remove r-Strategists’ capacity to suffer in the event that behavior change proves infeasible.
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